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Bigger really is better (at least, for the moment)

The Middle Eastern VLCC market has clung onto life this week
after the gains of the previous one. Healthy cargo volumes are
eroding the position list and buoying the market, with rates up
to around WS 53.7 on Thursday evening, according to Baltic
Exchange assessments, which is a full ten points up over the
previous week.

The WAFR market has rode on TD3’s coattails, with rates up to
WS 55 – their highest level since March. But fixing activity is
still a bit muted and, with the Suezmax market struggling, we
may see charterers moving to split cargoes onto the smaller,
cheaper ships.

For now, though, owners are snapping up these higher rates
while they can, taking advantage of the higher rates while
bunker prices are still falling. All in all, owners are earning shy
of USD 30,000 per day at the moment in the MEG, while in
West Africa, they are pulling in a few thousand more.

As for Suezmaxes, after a bit of false hope, the market has
maintained its downward trend this week, with TD20 sliding
below WS 60 once again, where it had been languishing little
more than a month ago. Inquiry has been very limited, with
several days passing this week without a WAFR/UKCM cargo,
fuelling the uncertainty. Owners’ best hope is that they can
capitalise on the VLCC market.

In the Med and Black Sea, rates are down to March levels,
clinging to WS 70, according to the Baltic Exchange. Cargoes
are practically non-existent, but there is little to suggest that
things will pick up before programme releases.

As for Aframaxes, the Med and Black Sea have been busy,
with charterers continuing to cover ahead at these bottom
levels. The list is tighter, but confidence is still lacking and
owners haven’t been able to really fight back so far. It Is hard
to foresee too much change in the coming weeks; if any gains
are made, they will be minimal.

In the North and Baltic Seas, it has actually been fairly active,
and for the trickier cargos, owners have shown some resolve.
However,, vanilla and sought-after runs are seeing basement
fixing levels still, and the picture remains poor moving forward.

In the product market, after a promising start for the MRs in
Northwest Europe and the list looking balanced, cargo enquiry
slowed up and sent rates nosediving back down to WS 100
and a +10 premium for West African runs. Stateside, we saw a
flurry of LR cargoes snapped up by willing candidates with
MRs looking tighter on the front end, with TC14 runs around
WS 90 but this needs testing. The Handies in the Cont slipped
at the beginning of the week and have traded sideways for the
remainder, with Baltic-UKC ticking over at WS 115 and cross-
Cont at WS 105 levels.

LR1s struggled to build momentum this week with drips and
drabs in the market. This main intention was into brazil with
last done Med - Brazil at WS 110. The LR2s are a lot tighter
and rates adjusted to this, with Med-Japan runs on the rise at
USD 1.95 – 2 Mn and firm sentiment.

Meanwhile, the bleak sentiment in the Med continued this
week, with a dearth of cargos notably ex-Black Sea, which has
left the prompt tonnage list supplying a minimum of 20 Handy-
size vessels for the whole week. Even some midweek activity
was not enough to make any inroads into the list and
subsequently further softening in rates was inevitable. WS 110
is now the level for regular cross-Med, with ex-Black Sea at
around WS 120. Long-haul trades ex-Med are equally
oversubscribed by a distressing MR list - take your pick for
options and prompt availability, the queue goes around the
block. There is, however, a flicker of upside East of Suez on
the bigger sizes, potentially we could see MRs firm that side,
which could cause last done levels for Med - AG to supress.
Generally we deem markets at WS 100 TA / 110 WAFR / USD
725k AG / USD 950k Durban via Gib.
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BDTI BCTI
08/08/2019 628 492

Δ W-O-W ↑Firmer ↑Firmer

BDA

(USD/LDT) D/SUBCON
C/SUBCO

N

This week 402.3 397.8

Δ W-O-W -4.8 -5.3

BALTIC TCE DIRTY
### Route Qnt USD / Day Δ W-O-W

TD1 
ME Gulf / US 

Gulf
280,000 1,201 ↑Firmer

TD3C  ME Gulf / China 270,000 29,149 ↓Softer

TD6  Black Sea / Med 135,000 10,791 ↑Firmer

TD8  Kuwait / Sing. 80,000 13,905 ↑Firmer

TD9  Caribs / US Gulf 70,000 2,919 ↑Firmer

TD14  Asia / Australia 70,000 11,799 ↑Firmer

TD17  Baltic / UKC 100,000 2,421 ↑Firmer

TD20  WAF / Cont 130,000 13,573 ↑Firmer

BALTIC TCE CLEAN
Route Qnt USD / WS Δ W-O-W

TC1 ME Gulf / Japan 75,000 18,872 ↑Firmer

TC2  Cont / USAC 37,000 6,168 ↑Firmer

TC5 ME Gulf / Japan 55,000 13,342 ↑Firmer

TC6
Algeria / EU 

Med
30,000 WS 110 ↑Firmer

TC7 Sing. / ECA 30,000 15,245 ↑Firmer

TC8 ME Gulf / UKC 65,000 WS 28 ↑Firmer

TC9 Baltic / UKC 30,000 WS 115 ↑Firmer


